
Store Your Masks
Keep your masks clean in this case. 
Inside is for new masks. Optional
rear slip ocket for worn masks.
Finishes 6” x 6”

MASK KEEPER
A Simple Mask Case | Templ�es

FREE BETA VERSION. NOT A FULL PATTERN.  
INCLUDES TEMPLATES. MINIMAL DIRECTION PROVIDED.  

FREE BETA VERSION
LIMITED EDITION FOR

LUXE HARDWARE GROUP
AS OF 10-03-21 | 12P



DISCLAIMER: By purchasing or accepting this pattern you agree not to photocopy, reproduce, distribute or share the pattern in any format with another individual or entity. 
You may make copies for your personal use. You may sell fully-made/sewn completed items you make from this pattern providing they are not mass-produced. You may not offer 
for sale acrylic templates, pre-cut kits of any kind, SVG/cut files or embroidery files from this pattern without prior written permission. You may not copy or use specific pieces from 
this pattern to make other patterns for sale or distribution to others.  You may not teach a class or make a video or tutorial from this pattern without prior permission. If you are 
teaching from this pattern, each student must purchase their own copy of the pattern. If you have a business interest in re-selling this pattern or any of its components in any format, 
please contact us to arrange a licensing and/or retail sales agreement.
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MASK KEEPER
General Info

This mask case finishes at a 6”x 6“ square to accommodate a folded mask — whether a respirator (e.g. N95/KN95) 
or a surgical-style paper mask. Approximately 2-3 masks will fit in the inside. An optional exterior back slip pocket is included
to conveniently store a worn mask, which keeps it separate from any new ones stored in the main compartment.

This pattern includes two options to choose from — a woven version and a leather version. [Leather not included in Beta.]

WOVEN VERSION
The woven version recommends using a structural interfacing (Decovil Light) to preserve mask integrity..  However, depending 
on your machine’s ability to sew through thick layers, you will adjust your seam allowance accordingly as indicated in the Woven
version direction so that the Decovil Light is kept out of the stitching path when the case is top-stitched.
Pieces Included:  2 

LEATHER VERSION
If using leather it is highly recommended to fuse a lining to the interior using Heat’n Bond ULTRA HOLD. (Instructions for this 
are not included. You will need to follow the manufacturer’s instructions for fusing and do this before you cut out the leather.
This is because the tanning process in leather uses toxic chemicals which may transfer to an unsealed/or non-packaged mask. 
Pieces Included: 3
  

 
 

MATERIALS - WOVEN VERSION

Fabric
[In Beta Version see pieces for quantities)
 •Exterior: Non-Woven of choice 
 •Lining:  Quilting Cotton or Poly lining fabric
 •Structural Interfacing for exterior: Decovil Light
 •Woven Interfacing for Lining:  Pellon SF101 or equivalent

Hardware
1 Snap:  12mm to 15mm Metal Spring Fashion Snap
                or Plastic Snap

Tools
Snap installation tools (See appendix.)

This is an abbreviated pattern and does not provide step-by- 
step instruction. It includes pieces and some top line info.

MATERIALS - LEATHER VERSION

Fabric
 •Exterior:  2oz Leather, or otherwise edges skived
 •Lining:  Quilting Cotton
 •Fusible Adhesive: Heat’n Bond UltraHold

Hardware
1x Snap:   15mm Fashion or Utility Snap
16x Rivets:  6-7mm Double-Capped

Other
 •Edge Finishing:  Gum Tragacanth or Tokonole
 •Edge-Coat Paint
 •Doubole-Sided Leather tape

Tools
 •Snap and Rivet Installation tools
 •Awl
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MASK KEEPER
Info for Woven Version

WOVEN VERSION
The woven version recommends using a structural interfacing (Decovil Light) to preserve the integrity of the mask.  However, 
depending on your machine’s ability to sew through thick layers, you will adjust your seam allowance accordingly as 
indicated below to keep the DV Light out of the stitching path when the case is folded and you are topstitching through all the 
body layers (either two or three depending on whether you’ve included the optional rear slip pocket.) The reccommended
seam  allowances vary depending on your machines capabilities

      Machine can Sew Thru 2-3 Layers of DV Light
              (a) Using DV Light stitch along the outside edge of the DV Light - use 1/16”-1/8” along/away from edge

      Machine Challenged Sewing Thru DV Light  | Options
              (a) Using DV Light - stitch 3/8 away around the edge
              (b) Forego the DV Light and instead use thinner structural interfacing or a combination of interfacings 
              (c)  Forgo the DV Light and use a woven interfacing such as Pellon SF 101.

  Top Line Direction
The provided pieces are used to cut the structural interfacing/DV Light. You will cut larger rectangles for the exterior 
fabric, lining fabric, and SF 101interfacing  for the lining. Dimensions are included on the pieces.

•Fuse the DV Light interfacing to the WS of the exterior fabric. Fuse the SF101 to the WS of the lining. 

•Place the exterior fabric on top of the lining fabric with RS together. Clip together in place.

•Stitch all the way around the DV Light  interfacing, being sure to leave an opening for turning.  
(Use the above seam allowances depending on the option you choose.)  Once the main body is
sewn, trim away excess fabric leaving approximately 1/8“ to 1/4” seam allowance.

•Turn the piece right side out. Give it a light press being sure to fold in the open area. 
But don’t stitch the opening closed yet. You will do this later when you top stitch.

•Make your top snap hole. Fold the case over and mark and punch the bottom hole. Then install your snap.

• With the bottom of the case folded up 6-inches, fold the top down, and make a chalk mark where 
youwill be attaching the exterior slip pocket to the back of the pouch. Unfold the case and then stitch 
the bottom(only) of the pocket onto the back of the exterior. (You will stitch the sides of the pocket in 
the next step.)

• Next fold the bottom of the body up and clip in place, including the pocket. Then topstitch all 
around the case. And you’re done.  

 
 

Pocket stitched to exterior on bottom.

This image: using an industrial walking-foot 
machine, stitched along outer edge of the 
DV Lightand rimmed down. Topstitching
went thru 3 layers (including the pocket)



TOP HALF:  Attach to Bottom Half

MASK KEEPER
Woven Version

1-INCH

SIMPLE MASK CASE
 FULL BODY - A [Woven Version)

Use this piece to trace and cut structural interfacing
•1x Decovil Light (Piece is 6” wide x 15” Tall) 

Separately, cut 3 fabric rectangles:  16.5” Tall x 7.5“ Wide
•1x Exterior
•1x Lining
•1x SF101 interfacing for lining

FOLD LINE
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SIMPLE MASK CASE
 FULL BODY - A [Woven Version]

BOTTOM HALF:  Attach to Top Half

MASK KEEPER
Woven Version

1-INCH
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Bottom snap hole is approximate.

Consider folding down the top and using top hole to mark bottom hole.

Rectangle: 16.5  Tall x 7.5 wide 
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MASK KEEPER
Woven Version

1-INCH

SIMPLE MASK CASE
REAR SLIP POCKET - C [Woven Version]

Use this piece to trace and cut structural  interfacing
•1x Decovil Light to piece....or.....
     fuse SF101 to both exterior and lining 
 
Separately, cut 2 Rectangles - 6.75“ Tall  X 7.5” Wide
•1x Exterior
•1x Lining
•1x SF101

LEAVE OPEN AREA

Rectangle: 6.75” Tall x 7.5 wide 
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